“If you know the principles and processes you can study pedology anywhere.”
... Thomas Fenton

“It appears that there is a tendency for some.....to lose contact with the field. (This).....it is serious, for we lose the practicality of decisions based on the real world when armchair pedologists determine policy.”
... Martin Cline

“Plowed ground smells of earthworms and empires.”
... Justin Isherwood

“Students...our future”
... All Pedologists

"We might say that the earth has the spirit of growth; that its flesh is the soil.”
Leonardo da Vinci

"We are part of the earth and it is part of us... What befalls the earth befalls all the sons of the earth”
... Chief Seattle

"We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.”
... Aldo Leopold

"These parent materials which have undergone changes by the mutual activities of air, water, and plants, I call soil.”
... V.V. Dokuchaev
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